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Efficient transportation is an important factor for regional socio-economic growth. Excitations from wind loads
and road motions can influence vehicle-driver behaviour in a way that may impair transportation. This is espe-
cially true in open areas such as long-span bridges. This paper investigates the influence of wind loads and floating
bridge motions on bus lateral stability for the straight concept solution across Bjørnafjorden in Norway. For this
investigation, an 8-degree-of-freedom model of a two-axle coach is used. The defined driver model is based on the
pure pursuit path tracking method. The vehicle deviation from the path is found to increase with increasing bus
speed. This deviation is significant after the vehicle enters the bridge (e.g., over 0.5 m for a speed of 90 km/h). At
108 km/h, the windward rear wheel loses contact, indicating the potential risk of vehicle roll-over. The mean and
root-mean-square values of the handwheel steering angle increase with increasing speed, which might cause
difficulty for the driver to control the vehicle. Simulation results suggest that the bus can suitably enter the bridge
at a lower speed (e.g., 72 km/h) with the possibility of increasing the speed (up to 90 km/h) after approximately
2 km of travelled distance.1. Introduction
The E39 route in Norway runs along the west coast from the city
Kristiansand in the south to the city Trondheim in the north. The route is
1100 km long. Currently, the travel time is approximately 21 h with a low
average speed of approximately 50 km/h, mostly due to several ferry
connections. The coastal highway route E39 is Norway’s largest road
project with the main aim of reducing the travel time on this route to 11
h. Reductions in travel time will be achieved by replacing ferries with
different types of bridges and tunnels. The Norwegian Public Roads
Administration (NPRA) has prepared a “Development Strategy for the E39
Coastal Highway Route” to present potential solutions for fjord crossings.
Solutions refer to familiar and new technology that has been employed in
the offshore sector. The solutions differ depending on the fjord charac-
teristics. With a width of over 5 km and a depth of over 550 m,
Bjørnafjorden is challenging to cross, and floating bridges have been
considered for this fjord (Fig. 1).
A reduction in travel time will improve the conditions for freight/
passenger transportation on the E39 route. On the other hand, due to bad
weather conditions (severe wind/waves), floating bridges exhibit motion. Sekulic), alexey.vdovin@chalm
gvesen.no (S.M. Johannesen).
m 26 February 2021; Accepted 2
vier Ltd. This is an open access arthat can impair vehicle stability and drivers’ driving ability and therefore
efficient transportation on this route. In addition to bridge motion, wind
loads on Bjørnafjorden crossings are also important factors influencing
vehicle driving safety (Vegvesen, 2017). During storm conditions, effi-
cient transportation over the Bjørnafjorden floating bridge will depend
on appropriate and timely safety measures (e.g., setting up appropriate
driving speeds for different vehicle types and different storm conditions,
closing the bridge completely or for certain vehicle types). Before
establishing good safety measures, it is important to reveal how
driver-vehicle systems would behave on the bridge under specific storm
conditions. In this way, recommendations/measures for supporting
bridge management can be established. In the past, decisions for speed
limits on bridges/highways in windy conditions were often based on
intuition or subjective experience (Chen and Cai, 2004).
When investigating bridge-vehicle interactions, there are two com-
mon approaches. The first approach considers the mechanism where the
bridge and vehicle make one coupled system. The second approach refers
to the mechanism where bridge motion is used only as an input for
vehicle motion and where the effect of vehicle motion on the bridge is
considered insignificant (Siringoringo and Fujino, 2012). For this paper,ers.se (A. Vdovin), bengt.jacobson@chalmers.se (B. Jacobson), simone.sebben@
8 February 2021
ticle under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
Fig. 1. Straight concept solution for the Bjørnafjorden floating bridge.
D. Sekulic et al. Journal of Wind Engineering & Industrial Aerodynamics 212 (2021) 104589in the process of establishing a bridge-vehicle-wind system, a second
approach is used since the mass of the floating bridge is much higher than
the mass of the considered vehicle. Furthermore, one single vehicle is
considered in the investigation, absent the presence of vehicle flow on
the floating bridge.
The first aim of this paper is to establish a bridge-vehicle-wind system
and investigate the influence of floating bridge motion and wind loads on
vehicle-driver behaviour. The second aim is to investigate vehicle sta-
bility for one vehicle type and specific storm conditions (the 1-year storm
condition case). The final goal of this investigation is to recommend an
appropriate speed for safe vehicle driving across the Bjørnafjorden
floating bridge (north-south direction). For this investigation, a model of
two-rigid-axle intercity buses of 8-degree-of-freedom (DOF) and a driver
model were defined. MATLAB/Simulink software was used for numerical
simulation.
2. Vehicle model
For vehicle stability investigation, a two-rigid-axle intercity bus
model with 8 degrees of freedom (DOFs) was defined. The in-road-plane
DOFs are the total vehicle (m) lateral motion and yaw motion (y, ψ)
(Fig. 2a), while the out-of-road-plane DOFs include the sprung mass (ms)
bouncing, front axle (mu1) bouncing, rear axle (mu2) bouncing, roll mo-
tions of the sprung mass, and front and rear axles (z, z1, z2, ϕxs, ϕx1, and
ϕx2) (Fig. 2b). The notations in Fig. 2 and the vehicle parameters and
their values are shown in Tables 1 and 2 in the Appendix. These valuesFig. 2. Vehicle a) in-plane motions, view
2
were obtained from the literature (Jacobson et al., 2020; William et al.,
2014; Sekulic et al., 2013; Drugge and Juhlin, 2010; Juhlin, 2009) and
are considered to be representative within this category of vehicles.
It was considered that the suspension system at the front axle contains
two air springs, four shock absorbers and an anti-roll bar. The suspension
system at the rear axle includes four air springs, four shock absorbers and
an anti-roll bar. The bus has two steering wheels on the front axle and
two dual wheels on the rear axle. These suspension system elements and
wheel configurations are standard for intercity buses (Sekulic et al.,
2013; Juhlin, 2009; Yu, 2007).
In addition, the following assumptions have been considered:
 The bus runs at a constant forward speed (traction and braking
compensate for driving resistance);
 The pitch motion of the bus body is not considered since the vertical
bridge displacement has very long wavelengths;
 The bus is symmetrical relative to the longitudinal centre of gravity
axis (x-axis);
 All springs and damper elements have linear characteristics;
 The bus body and axles are rigid bodies;
 Axles can roll and bounce with respect to the bus body to which they
are attached;
 The centre of gravity (CoG) of the sprungmass coincides with the CoG
of the total vehicle since the mass of the bus body is considerably
higher than the masses of the bus axles;
 Roll centres (RCs) for the axles coincide with their CoGs;from above; b) out-of-plane motions.
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In-plane motions for the whole vehicle (Fig. 2a) are described by Eqs.
(1) and (2). When forming differential equations of motion (EOMs),
relative to the Earth, the velocity vector of the vehicle CoG is decomposed
into its components (vx and vy) in the fixed vehicle coordinate system that
rotates with an angular velocity (ωz). The conventional form of EOMs for
lateral dynamics remains in this case. Vehicle lateral equilibrium is
defined by Eq. (1), and vehicle yaw equilibrium around the z-axis



















where Fyfl, Fyfr, Fyrl, and Fyrr are tyre lateral forces; Fywind,v is the wind
force in the lateral direction; andMwind yaw,v is the component of the wind
moment about the vehicle z-axis. The longitudinal equilibrium is not
included since constant longitudinal speed is assumed.
2.2. Out-of-road-plane
Free-body diagrams of sprung and unsprung masses, including active
and fictive forces in the vertical direction, are presented in Fig. 3.
Here, the forces Fsfl, Fsfr, Fsrl, and Fsrr are associated with the suspen-
sion springs and dampers on the left/right side of the front/rear bus axle,
respectively. The forces depend on the relative motion between the
sprung and unsprung masses, and their magnitudes can be calculated by
Eqs. (3)–(6).
Fsfr ¼ ksfrðzA  zA0 Þ þ cdfrðz _A  z _A0 Þ ¼ ksfrðz eu1ϕxs  z1 þ eu1ϕx1Þ
þ cdfrðz_ eu1ϕ _xs  z_1 þ eu1ϕ _x1Þ (3)
Fsfl ¼ ksflðzB  zB0 Þ þ cdflðz _B  z _B0 Þ ¼ ksflðzþ eu1ϕxs  z1  eu1ϕx1Þ
þ cdfl

z_þ eu1ϕ _xs  _z1  eu1ϕ _x1

(4)




¼ ksrrðz eu2ϕxs  z2 þ eu2ϕx2Þ
þ cdrrðz_ eu2ϕ _xs  z_2 þ eu2ϕ _x2Þ (5)
Fsrl ¼ ksrlðzF  zF0 Þ þ cdrlðz _E  z _E0 Þ ¼ ksrlðzþ eu2ϕxs  z2  eu2ϕx2Þ
þ cdrl

z_þ eu2ϕ _xs  _z2  eu2ϕ _x2

(6)Fig. 3. Free-body diagrams for vertical dynamics a) sp
3
Out-of-plane motions in the vertical direction for sprung and un-
sprung masses are presented in Eqs. (7)–(16). Coordinate systems
attached to the CoGs of the rigid bodies were in their static equilibrium
positions, and weight terms do not appear in the EOMs. Newton’s second
law was applied when defining the EOMs.
The vertical motion of the sprung mass is described by Eqs. (7) and
(8).
ms€z¼  Fsfl  Fsfr  Fsrl  Fsrr þ Fzwind;v (7)
where Fsfl, Fsfr, Fsrl, and Fsrr are forces from the bus suspension system and









zþ cdfeq _z1 þ ksfeq z1 þ cdreq _z2 þ ksreq z2
þ Fzwind;v
(8)
The vertical motion of the front axle is described by Eqs. (9)–(12).
mu1€z1 ¼Fsfl þ Fsfr  Ftfl;dyn  Ftfr;dyn (9)
where Ftfl,dyn and Ftfr,dyn are the tyre dynamic forces due to tyre deflection
in the vertical direction. The magnitudes of these forces are calculated by








¼ ktfrz1  bfϕx1  ζtfr (11)




z1 þ cdfeq _zþ ksfeq zþ ktfrζtfr þ ktflζtfl (12)
Similarly, the vertical motion of the rear axle is described by Eqs.
(13)–(16).
mu2€z2 ¼Fsrl þ Fsrr  Ftrl;dyn  Ftrr;dyn (13)
where Ftrl,dyn and Ftrr,dyn are the tyre dynamic forces due to tyre deflection
in the vertical direction. The magnitudes of these forces are calculated by
Eqs. (14) and (15).
Ftrl;dyn ¼ ktrlðzH  ζtrlÞ¼ ktrlðz2 þ brϕx2  ζtrlÞ (14)
Ftrr;dyn ¼ ktrrðzG  ζtrrÞ¼ ktrrðz2  brϕx2  ζtrrÞ (15)




z2 þ cdreq _zþ ksreq zþ ktrrζtrr þ ktrlζtrl (16)
Free-body diagrams of the sprung and unsprung masses (rear axle),rung mass; b) unsprung masses (front/rear axle).
D. Sekulic et al. Journal of Wind Engineering & Industrial Aerodynamics 212 (2021) 104589including active forces and moments together with fictive moments for
roll dynamics, are presented in Fig. 4. The free-body diagram for the front
axle is not presented here but is similar to that for the rear axle but with
different notations (Table 1).
The out-of-plane roll motion for the bus sprung/unsprung masses is
described by Eqs. (17)–(24). The roll equilibrium equations are written
about the point RC (point on the vehicle roll-axis, Fig. 2b) applying
D’Alembert’s principle. Subsequently, EOMs are defined. The roll equi-
librium of the bus body is described by Eqs. (17)–(20),





þðFsrr FsrlÞeu2 Marb;fa Marb;ra þMwind roll;v
(17)
whereMarb,fa andMarb,ra are respectively moments due to the anti-roll bar
on the bus front/rear axle and Mwind roll,v is the influence from aero-
dynamic loads (see section 2.4).
Jsxω _xs ¼ðmsgFz wind;vÞΔhsmϕxs þmsayΔhsm Kϕf ðϕxs ϕx1Þ
Kϕrðϕxs ϕx2ÞCϕf ðωxs ωx1ÞCϕrðωxs ωx2Þ
Karbf ðϕxs ϕx1ÞKarbr ðϕxs ϕx2Þ þMwind roll;v
(18)
where Karbf and Karbr are respectively the anti-roll bar stiffness on the
front/rear axle and Kϕf, Kϕr, Cϕf, and Cϕr are respectively the roll stiffness
and roll damping for the front/rear axle and are calculated by Eqs. (19)
and (20),
Kϕf ¼ 12ksflð2eu1Þ
2; Kϕr ¼ 12ksrlð2eu2Þ
2 (19)
Cϕf ¼ 12cdflð2eu1Þ
2; Cϕr ¼ 12cdrlð2eu2Þ
2 (20)















where Ztfl and Ztfr are the total vertical forces on the front axle left/right
wheel, respectively, as described in Eqs. (30)–(33).





þ z1 ϕx1bf  ζtfrktfrbf  z1 þϕx1bf  ζtflktflbf þ Karbf ðϕxs ϕx1Þ
(22)
The roll motion of the bus rear axle is described by Eqs. (23) and (24).




hRCra þðZtrl ZtrrÞbr þMarb;ra (23)
where Ztrl and Ztrr are respectively the total vertical forces on the rear axle
left/right wheel, Eqs. (30)–(33).Fig. 4. Free-body diagrams for roll dynamics: a)
4
Ju2x2ω _x2 ¼Kϕrðϕxs ϕx2ÞþCϕrðωxs ωx2Þþ Fyrl þFyrr hRCra
 
þðz2 ϕx2br  ζtrrÞktrrbr ðz2 þϕx2br  ζtrlÞktrlbr þ Karbr ðϕxs ϕx2Þ
(24)
Since the bus wheelbase length is small compared to the longitudinal
wavelength excitation (see Fig. 17c), the pitch body motion is neglected.
Radial damping for heavy vehicle tyres is small (Nguyen and Le, 2019;
Liu et al., 2001; Gillespie, 1992) and is therefore also not considered. In
the analysis, a bus without passengers is considered, as this configuration
would have the lowest mass and hence be maximally sensitive to wind
loads.
The vertical distance Δhsm from the CoG to the vehicle roll-axis (point
RC, Fig. 2b) changes as a function of time and is calculated as
Δhsm ¼ hCoG  hRC ¼ðhCoG;stat: þðz ζ1ÞÞ  hRC (25)
where hCoG, stat. is the height of the CoG in its static position (Table 1); ζ1
is the road roughness (Fig. 2b); and hRC is the height of rotational centre
(point RC) above ground.
The value hRC is determined by Eq. (26):
hRC ¼

lf hRCra þ lrhRCfa

L (26)
where lf and lr are the distances from the front/rear axles to the vehicle
CoG (Fig. 2), respectively; hRCfa and hRCra are the heights of the front/rear
axle RCs (and heights of the front/rear axle CoGs), respectively.
The values of hRCfa and hRCra can be calculated as follows:





hRCra ¼ hRCra ;stat: þ ðz2  ζraÞ (28)
where hRCfa, stat and hRCra, stat. are respectively the heights of the front/
rear axle CoGs in their static positions (Table 1); ζfa and ζra are the cor-
responding road roughness values below the front/rear axle CoGs
(Fig. 2b).2.3. Tyre forces
The relative lateral velocity of the tyre to the bridge deck has been
considered when calculating the lateral tyre slip for the front/rear bus
wheels. The lateral tyre forces are calculated using the brush tyre model
and depend on a variety of parameters (Eq. (29)). The analytical




Ccy; sfy; Zfi; μ

; Fyri ¼ f

Ccy; sry; Zri; μ

; ði¼ l; rÞ (29)
where Ccy is the cornering stiffness coefficient (Table 2); Zfi and Zri are the
vertical tyre forces on each wheel; and sfy and sry are the lateral tyre slip
for the wheels on the front/rear axle, respectively.sprung mass; b) unsprung mass (rear axle).
Fig. 5. Vehicle model tyre input a) lateral bridge velocity for the wheels on the
front/rear bus axle; b) magnified view for a speed of 90 km/h.
D. Sekulic et al. Journal of Wind Engineering & Industrial Aerodynamics 212 (2021) 104589The vertical forces between the bridge deck and bus front/rear left
wheels were defined by Eqs. (30)–(33). The same expressions, but with
different notations (see Table 1), apply for the bus front/rear right
wheels.
Ztfl ¼ Ztfl;st  ΔZMwind pitch;v2 þ Ztfl;dyn (30)
Ztrl ¼Ztrl;st þ ΔZMwind pitch;v2 þ Ztrl;dyn (31)








where Ztfl,st and Ztrl,st are respectively the static parts of the vertical forces
on the front/rear left wheel and ΔZMwind pitch,v is the vertical load trans-
ferred from the front to the rear axle due to the wind pitching moment.
Eqs. (30)–(33) are derived from pitch equilibrium of the whole vehicle.
Assuming small longitudinal tyre slip, a combined tyre slip model was
not previously considered. The lateral tyre slip for the wheels on the
front/rear axle is given by Eqs. (34) and (35)
sfy ¼Δvfivx  δ ¼

vy þ Δhsf ωxs þ lfωz
 vy br;fa
vx
 δ; ði¼ l; rÞ (34)
sry ¼ Δvrivx ¼

vy þ Δhsr ωxs  lrωz
 vy br;ra
vx
; ði¼ l; rÞ (35)
whereΔvfi andΔvri are respectively the relative lateral velocities between
the front/rear tyres and bridge deck at the contact point; vy is the lateral
velocity of the whole vehicle; Δhsf and Δhsr are respectively the vertical
distances from the CoG of the bus sprung mass to the front/rear axle RCs
(Fig. 2b); ωxs is the sprung mass roll rate; vy br,fa and vy br,ra are respec-
tively the lateral velocities of the bridge deck at the tyre contact point for
the front/rear bus axle; and δ is the steering angle (same for the two front
wheels).
The vertical distances Δhsf and Δhsr are not static values but depend on
the vertical motion of the sprung and unsprung masses, as described in
Eqs. (36) and (37):
Δhsf ¼

hCoGsm ;stat:  hRCfa ;stat:
þ ðzs  z1Þ (36)
Δhsr ¼ðhCoGsm ;stat:  hRCra ;stat:Þ þ ðzs  z2Þ (37)
where hCoGsm, stat. is the height of the sprung mass CoG in its static po-
sition and where hRCfa, stat and hRCra, stat. are respectively the heights of the
front/rear axle RCs (CoGs) in their static positions (Table 1 in the
appendix).
As an example, Fig. 5 shows the lateral bridge velocities for the tyre
slip calculation as a function of time at a speed of 90 km/h. The input
velocity signals differ slightly due to the bus wheelbase distance (Fig. 5b).
The lateral bridge velocity values lie within 0.2 m/s.
2.4. Aerodynamic loads
The aerodynamic coefficients were determined using Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations and verified experimentally using a
model-scale wind tunnel (Hellsten et al., 2020). In the wind tunnel, the
vehicle was mounted on a rotating turning table allowing full spectrum of
wind yaw angles. In CFD, the moving road and wheel rotation were
considered following a common method for external aerodynamic sim-
ulations (Schuetz, 2015). To simplify the wind tunnel tests and the nu-
merical simulations, the bridge deck section was not considered when
determining the aerodynamic coefficients of the vehicle. This facilitated5
the validation of the CFD method and reduced the computational time.
The assumption is a common practice in this type of studies, for example
in (Salati et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2020).
Fig. 6 shows aerodynamic forces and moments coefficients as a
function of wind yaw angle,βw, obtained from CFD simulations.
Fig. 7 shows a bus model used in CFD simulations with a coordinate
system (ISO 4130) attached to reference point O. The reference point was
set up in the ground plane at the mid-wheelbase and mid-track positions.
A sign convention for aerodynamic coefficients is also given in Fig. 7
(arrows indicate positive directions). The coordinate system (ISO 8855)
attached to vehicle CoG is also presented in Fig. 7. The positions of the
vehicle CoG and RC are given in the same figure.
Aerodynamic forces acting on the vehicle and moments around the
vehicle x-, y- and z-axes were calculated by Eqs. (38)-(43):
Fxwind;v ¼ signðVrel wind; xÞ ⋅ 12 ρV
2
rel ⋅ A ⋅ cdðβwÞ (38)
Fywind;v ¼ signðVrel wind; yÞ ⋅ 12 ρV
2
rel ⋅ A ⋅ cSðβwÞ (39)
Fzwind;v ¼ 12 ρV
2
rel ⋅ A ⋅ clðβwÞ (40)
Mwind roll;v ¼ð 1Þ ⋅ 12 ρV
2








Mwind pitch;v ¼ð 1Þ ⋅ 12 ρV
2













Mwind yaw;v ¼ 12 ρV
2










where Fxwind;v, Fywind;v and Fzwind;v are wind forces acting on the vehicle
CoG along the x-, y- and z-axes, respectively; Mwind roll;v, Mwind pitch;v and
Mwind yaw;v are the wind moment components about the vehicle x-, y- and
z-axes, respectively; Vrel is the relative wind velocity; A is a bus frontal
area; L is the bus wheelbase; cd, cs, cl, cP, cY, and cR are aerodynamic
coefficients that are functions of the wind yaw (attack) angle βw; and ρ is
the air density;
To calculate the relative wind velocity and wind yaw angle, wind
velocity signals from the global (earth) coordinate system (GCS) were
Fig. 6. Aerodynamic coefficients for a) forces; b) moments as a function of the wind yaw angle.
Fig. 7. Bus model with reference points (O, O1) and coordinate systems (ISO 4130, ISO 8855).
Fig. 8. a) Earth (OXYZ) and vehicle (O1xyz) coordinate systems; b) wind velocity components.
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D. Sekulic et al. Journal of Wind Engineering & Industrial Aerodynamics 212 (2021) 104589transformed into the vehicle coordinate system (VCS) O1xyz (Fig. 8) by
Eq. (44). The vertical wind component Vwind;Z was considered insignifi-
cant compared to the horizontal wind components ðVwind;X ; Vwind;Y Þ (see
Fig. 18) (Bhat et al., 2020).
fVwind;x Vwind;y gT ¼TvefVwind;X Vwind;Y gT (44)
where Vwind,x and Vwind,y are wind velocities in the VCS; Vwind,X and Vwind,Y
are wind velocities in the horizontal direction in the GCS; and Tve is the














where ψ is the vehicle yaw angle.
The relative wind velocity components can be presented as
fVrel wind;x Vrel wind;y gT ¼fVwind;x Vwind;y gT  f vx vy gT (46)
where Vrel wind;x and Vrel wind;y are the relative wind velocities along the
coordinate axes in the VCS.
The magnitude of the relative wind velocity can be calculated as
Vrel ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
V2rel wind;x þ V2rel wind;y
q
(47)







Fig. 9a presents the wind yaw angle as a function of distance for five
different bus speeds. Generally, lower values of wind yaw angle corre-
spond to higher bus speeds. The calculated side wind forces and wind
rolling moments as a function of distance for five bus speeds are pre-
sented in Fig. 9b and c. Higher values of the side wind force and rolling
moments correspond to higher vehicle speeds, especially when the bus
enters the bridge. The high side wind force can influence the lateral
displacement from the path that the vehicle is supposed to follow. A high
wind rolling moment could cause considerable load transfer from
windward to leeward wheels and therefore lead to vehicle roll-over.Fig. 9. a) Wind yaw angle; b) wind side force; c) wind rolli
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3. Driver model
The driver model in this work was defined based on the path tracking
pure pursuit method (Snider, 2009). This method geometrically calcu-
lates the curvature of a circular arc that connects the rear axle location
(point RA) to an aim point on the path in front of the vehicle (point AP)
(Fig. 10a). The vehicle motion is assumed to follow “ideal-tracking” tyres,
i.e., zero sideslip independent of forces.
More specifically, vehicle rear axle position RA (XRA, YRA) and the
position of the aim point AP (XAP, YAP) on the moving path have been
determined (Fig. 10b). When calculating position of the aim point a look-
ahead distance sla has been considered from the current rear axle posi-
tion. Knowing the coordinates of the points RA and AP, angle α can be
calculated as:






where ψ is the vehicle yaw angle.
The steering angle δ can be determined using the aim point location






where α is the angle between the vehicle’s heading direction and the
look-ahead vector; L is the vehicle wheelbase; tla is the look-ahead time
(LAT); and vx is the constant vehicle longitudinal speed. The handwheel
steering angle (HSA) is found through the model by assuming a constant
steering ratio.3.1. Parameter tuning
Tuning the pure pursuit controller was performed by comparing HSA
responses from driving simulator tests and numerical simulations. The
Hexatech 1CTR driver-in-the-loop motion platform simulator (CASTER)
has been extensively used for the investigation of vehicle (passenger car/
bus) tracking ability and driver behaviour on Bjørnafjorden floating
bridges (Gustafsson et al., 2019; Bhat et al., 2020). Fig. 11 comparativelyng moment as a function of distance and vehicle speed.
Fig. 10. a) Pure pursuit geometry; b) positions of the characteristic points and characteristic angles.
Fig. 11. HSA signals for bus speeds of 90 km/h and LAT ¼ 0.6 s as a function of a) frequency; b) time (driver 1); c) time (driver 2).
D. Sekulic et al. Journal of Wind Engineering & Industrial Aerodynamics 212 (2021) 104589shows HSAs from driving simulator tests (two drivers) and from a
simulated speed of 90 km/h. In both the test and numerical simulation,
the cross-wind velocity component was taken as the wind input. The
signal from numerical simulation for the case of 0.6 s of LAT fairly
matches both signals from the tests. The magnitudes of the signals are
similar (Figure 11(b, c)), but the frequencies are different (Fig. 11a). In
the frequency domain, the signal intensities for drivers 1 and 2 differ and
are concentrated at approximately 0.5 Hz and 0.25 Hz. However, HSA for
0.6 s of LAT incorporates signal frequencies from both drivers (Fig. 11a).
Similarly, an LAT of 0.6 s is confirmed for the 70 km/h vehicle speed
case.
Note that the lateral bridge motion path that the vehicle needs to
follow is not the same as the path that the driver sees and steers the
vehicle to. Fig. 12 shows an example of the path that a vehicle needs to
follow and the path that a driver would respond to for a bus speed of 90
km/h. At point 1, the driver model calculates the steering angle consid-
ering aim point 2 to reach aim point 3 (Fig. 12b). The paths differ slightly
due to the lateral bridge motion.
3.2. Lateral offset
When calculating the vehicle steering angle, the pure pursuit method
does not consider the presence of wind components (Snider, 2009). In the
path tracking results, lateral offset within the total lateral vehicle8
displacement appears in numerical simulations. In reality, under the in-
fluence of the cross-wind component, the driver steers the vehicle back
on the path and then offsets the aim point slightly from the path he or she
truly wants to follow. This approach works with slow dynamics since the
side wind is essentially constant or at least not shifting direction.
Consequently, the lateral displacement is considered relative to an
average straight line. One possible improvement of the driver model
based on the pure pursuit method is to add “steering compensation”. The
appearance of the lateral offset under the influence of the cross-wind load
on vehicles with a high side area has also been confirmed in numerical
investigations (Zhou and Chen, 2015; Chen and Cai, 2004).
4. Vehicle model excitations
4.1. Bridge motion data and vehicle input data set
Floating bridges were modelled as finite element models in Orcaflex
software for dynamic analysis and Sofistik for static analyses (Vegvesen,
2017). The bridge response time series data were obtained by simulation
in Orcaflex software, where hydrodynamic loads and wind loads were
used as inputs. Simulation of bridge motions under the influence of
environmental loads (wind and waves for 1-year storm conditions) was
performed for 1 h (3600 s) of simulation time. The structure was excited
by waves generated from a Jonswap spectrum with significant wave
Fig. 12. Path a) that the vehicle needs to follow and that the driver responds to; b) magnified view for a speed of 90 km/h.
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generated from a Kaimal wind spectrum with mean wind speed ws ¼
21.40m/s and along turbulence Iu¼ 0.15. Small swell waves propagating
into the fjord from the North-Sea were also considered (Hs ¼ 0.22 m, Tp
¼ 17 s) (Vegvesen, 2017). Bridge motion data and wind data were
collected and stored in h.5 files.
Vertical (zbr), lateral (ybr) and torsional (ϕbr) displacements of the
bridge deck centre (point C, Fig. 13) were given for specific points along
the length of the bridge (on each 5 m or on each 8 m depending on the
bridge nodes definition in the Orcaflex software).
Vehicle input data set were defined from the bridge motion data.
Vehicle input data depend on vehicle position on the bridge deck and on
time. Consequently, vehicle inputs will not be the same for different
vehicle speed. Fig. 14a presents vertical bridge displacement data for a
few points (at 0.6 km; 2 km; 5 km) as a function of simulation time. It
could be seen that vertical bridge displacement on distance at 2 km
differs for two chosen vehicle speeds of 36 km/h and 90 km/h (Fig. 14b).
Definition of the vehicle input data set is explained in more detailFig. 13. Bridge deck cross section.
9
now. Simulation time in our investigation is equal to the vehicle traveling
time over the floating bridge and is less than the bridge motion simula-
tion time. For example, simulation time for the vehicle speed at 36 km/h
is 524 s whereas simulation time for the bridge motion is 3600 s. Bridge
motion data were collected on each 0.2 s inOrcfalex software. For the bus
speed of 36 km/h, there will be N different vehicle inputs, Eq. (51)





where tsim,br is the bridge motion simulation time; tsim,v is the vehicle
simulation time; Δt is the sampled time for the bridge motion data.
Fig. 15 schematically shows bridge vertical displacement in function
of time and distance. In the same figure two examples of the bridge
vertical displacements for the vehicle inputs at the speed of 36 km/h have
been denoted. Lateral and roll displacements and wind components for
the vehicle input data set were obtained in the same way. The size of the
vehicle input data differs for different vehicle speeds. Specific inputs for
our simulation were defined from the vehicle input data set.
4.1.1. Vertical excitations of floating bridges
It has already been confirmed that variation in the vertical tyre forces
due to floating bridge motions slightly differ from the case of the sta-
tionary road (Sekulic et al., 2020). Wind velocity components, especially
the cross-wind component, have significant effects on the heavy vehicle
lateral deviation from the path on the floating bridge (Bhat et al., 2020).
Vehicle inputs that correspond to the highest RMS value of the cross-wind
velocity component were extracted from the vehicle input data set. The
extracted vertical and roll bridge displacements were used when defining
vertical excitations for the left and right wheel tracks of the bus model.
Fig. 14. Vertical bridge displacement a) at distance of 0.6 km, 2 km, 5 km; b) magnified view for distance of 2 km.
Fig. 15. Bridge vertical displacement as a function of time and distance, and bridge vertical displacements for the vehicle input data set at speed of 36 km/h.
D. Sekulic et al. Journal of Wind Engineering & Industrial Aerodynamics 212 (2021) 104589The extracted lateral bridge motion was used as an input for the driver
model (e.g. Fig. 12), whereas bridge lateral velocities (e.g. Fig. 5) were
used for the tyre lateral slips calculations (Eq. (34), (35)).
A road roughness equivalent to good conditions was considered for
the bus model excitations definition. The power spectral density (PSD) of
the A/B road class defined in the ISO, 1995 standard was used for road
roughness modelling (ISO 8608). A random road profile can be repre-
sented by an infinite sum of harmonic functions of different amplitudes,
circular frequencies and phase angles, according to Shinozuka (1972).
More details about the road modelling process can be found in (Sekulic,
2013, 2018). The length of the modelled road is equal to the length of the
Bjørnafjorden floating bridge (5240 m). Fig. 16a shows the road rough-
ness as a function of distance. The roughness magnitudes are distributed
mainly within 0.01 m.10Fig. 16c shows vertical excitation for point R on the bridge deck (see
Fig. 13) for five different bus speeds calculated by Eq. (52).
ζRðvtÞ¼ zbrðvtÞ þ ζrrðvtÞ (52)
where ζR(vt) is vertical excitations on the bridge deck for point R; zbr(vt)
is bridge vertical displacement (point C, Fig. 13); ζrr(vt) is road roughness
modelled by ISO 8608. Fig. 16b comparatively shows vertical bridge
displacement (zbr(vt)) and vertical bridge excitation (ζR(vt)) referring to
point R for the bridge length of 0.4 km and vehicle speed of 36 km/h. The
vertical floating bridge excitations values lie within 0.2 m (Fig. 16c).
Fig. 16d shows the PSDs of bridge vertical excitations, referring to
point R on the bridge deck, presented within the ISO 8608 road classi-
fication as a function of angular spatial frequencies. Bridge excitations
Fig. 16. Vertical excitation a) A/B road class generated from ISO 8608 standard; b) magnified view for vertical bridge displacement and excitation for the speed of 36
km/h; c) vertical bridge excitation as a function of distance and vehicle speed; d) PSDs of vertical floating bridge excitation in the ISO 8608 standard.
Fig. 17. Vehicle model input a) vertical excitations for point R and on the left/right track for the left lane; b) magnified view for the left/right track for a speed of 72
km/h; c) bridge roll motion as a function of distance and vehicle speed.
D. Sekulic et al. Journal of Wind Engineering & Industrial Aerodynamics 212 (2021) 104589with low angular spatial frequencies (long wavelengths) prevail. High
PSDs exist at frequencies below 0.2 rad/m. These angular frequencies
correspond to road roughnesses with very long wavelengths, according to
Eq. (53). Roughnesses on these wavelengths excite vehicles with low
frequencies even at high speeds. For example, for the speed of 108 km/h,
the frequencies are below 0.1 Hz according to Eq. (54). Roughness at
higher angular spatial frequencies (larger than 0.2 rad/m) mainly comes






where λ is the wavelength; Ω is the angular spatial frequency; V is the
vehicle speed; and f is the frequency.
Vertical excitations on the left and the right bus wheels are obtained
by Eq. (55):
ζtiðvtÞ¼ zbrðvtÞþ ζrrðvtÞþ di ⋅ ϕbrðvtÞ; ði¼ fl; fr; rl; rrÞ (55)
where di is lateral distance from the rotational centre (point C) to the
Fig. 18. Wind velocity components in GCS a) as a function of distance; b) as a function of frequency for a speed of 90 km/h.
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ϕbr(vt) is roll motion of the bridge deck;
Fig. 17a shows an example for the left/right track vertical excitations
for the left traffic lane (Fig. 8a) as a function of time for a bus speed of 72
km/h. Vertical excitations for the left/right bus wheels and for the point
R are almost identical meaning that the distribution of the road rough-
ness for these three excitations will not differ in frequency domain.
Fig. 17c shows roll-angle bridge motion data as a function of time for five
different vehicle speeds. The roll motions for each bus speed are rela-
tively small, within 0.5. Vertical bridge excitations for the right traffic
lane are considered to be identical to vertical excitations for the left
traffic lane due to insignificant bridge roll motion values.
4.1.2. Wind velocity components
A stochastic wind velocity field was generated in Windsim software
(Vegvesen, 2017). Fig. 18 presents an example of the wind velocity signal
defined in the GCS for a vehicle speed of 90 km/h. The along-wind and
cross-wind components have larger magnitudes (close to 20 m/s) on the
first 1000 m of the travelled distance and decrease to approximately 15
m/s at the end of the bridge (Fig. 18a). The intensity of the mean part of
the wind speed logarithmically increases as a function of the height
(Branlard, 2010). In the case of Bjørnafjorden crossing, the height of the
bridge deck gradually decreases, starting from approximately 70 m in the
south to 20 m in the north (Fig. 1). Wind velocity components for other
vehicle speeds have similar characteristics and intensities as for 90 km/h
(Vegvesen, 2017).
Fig. 18b presents the PSDs of the wind velocity components for a
vehicle speed of 90 km/h. Signal intensities are concentrated in the low-
frequency range, below 0.2 Hz. The highest intensities for the along-wind
and cross-wind components go below 0.1 Hz.125. Simulation results and discussion
5.1. Risk of lateral lane departure
5.1.1. Path tracking or lateral path deviation
This section presents the results of vehicle lateral displacement (de-
viation) from the path. As mentioned, lateral offset in the vehicle total
lateral displacement is not considered in the discussion. After initial
vehicle displacement, the cross-wind driver reacts quickly and steers the
vehicle back to the path (Bhat et al., 2020). As found in section 3.2, the
driver model gives an almost constant lateral offset, from which the de-
viation is measured.
As an example, Fig. 19a comparatively shows path tracking with and
without wind load considered for a bus speed of 90 km/h. In the case
when the wind load is not considered, the vehicle stays on the path,
which confirms that the defined driver model correctly works. Under the
influence of wind, the bus lateral displacement is maintained around
some offset value from the path (Fig. 19b). The lateral offset is equal to
the mean value of the lateral displacement and increases with increasing
bus speed. This offset has a high value (close to 1 m) for a bus speed of
108 km/h (Fig. 19c).
Pure pursuit tracking method exploits geometric relationships be-
tween the vehicle and the path and does not consider cross-wind loads
effect on the vehicle lateral offset. However, in reality, under the influ-
ence of the cross-wind component, the driver steers the vehicle back on
the path eliminating lateral offset. Therefore, offset value is not consid-
ered in the analysis of the vehicle lateral path deviation. Having this in
mind, authors consider that driver model based on pure pursuit method is
suitable for this investigation.
Fig. 20 present vehicle path tracking without lateral offset considered
for vehicle speeds of 36 km/h, 90 km/h and 108 km/h. The path
Fig. 19. Simulation results for a) vehicle path tracking; b) lateral displacement from the path; c) absolute mean value of the lateral displacement as a function of
vehicle velocity.
Fig. 20. Path tracking for bus speeds of a) 36 km/h; b) 90 km/h; c) 108 km/h.
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cant after the vehicle enters the bridge, where high-velocity cross-wind
loads are present. For a speed of 90 km/h, the deviation is approximately
0.5 m (Fig. 20b), and for a speed of 108 km/h, the vehicle path deviates
up to 2 m (Fig. 20c). The simulation results showed that the vehicle is
unstable for an LAT of 0.6 s (LAD of 18 m) at a speed of 108 km/h. The
vehicle is stable for an LAT of 0.7 s, and this value was taken in the
simulation. These results confirm that the vehicle stability for one speed
is dependent on the tuning parameter LAT value, which is one of the pure
pursuit controller characteristics (Snider, 2009).
Fig. 21 presents simulation results for vehicle deviation from the path
for different speeds. The largest path deviations are 108 km/h soon after
the bus enters the bridge and remain at a high value (approximately 0.5
m) along the bridge (Fig. 21a). The RMS value of the lateral displacement13increases with increasing speed (Fig. 21b). The maximal deviation in-
creases with increasing bus speed (Fig. 21c) and is high for a speed of
108 km/h (approximately 2 m). For speeds higher than 83 km/h and 95
km/h, the maximal deviations exceed 0.5 m and 1 m, respectively. The
maximal deviations are significant at the beginning of the bridge.
Approximately 2 km after entering the bridge, the lateral displacements
are close to 0.5 m for the a velocity of 90 km/h (Fig. 21a).
The simulation results suggest that under wind loads from 1-year
storm conditions, buses should enter the bridge at lower speeds (e.g.,
72 km/h) with the possibility of increasing the speed (up to 90 km/h)
after approximately 2 km. This conclusion is similar to recommendations
based on driving simulator tests for buses running in straight lines across
floating bridges. The recommendation suggests straight line driving for a
bus of 90 km/h up to weather 6 (1-year storm condition) (Bhat et al., 2020).
Fig. 21. Simulation results for a) lateral displacement; b) RMS of path deviation as a function of vehicle velocity; c) absolute value of maximal path deviation as a
function of vehicle velocity.
Fig. 22. HSA as a function of a) distance; b) frequency for different bus speeds; c) mean and RMS values of the HSA as a function of vehicle velocity.
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Fig. 22a presents the HSA as a function of distance. The HSA in-
tensities increase with increasing vehicle speed. Fig. 22b presents PSDs of
the HSA. The intensities of the signals are below 0.5 Hz. The highest
steering intensities are in the case of the 108 km/h bus speed, with the
peak value at 0.25 Hz. At the speeds of 72 km/h and 90 km/h, the HAS
intensities are concentrated around a frequency of 0.3 Hz. Under the
influence of the cross-wind component, the HSA signals vary around
some mean value. The mean value increases with increasing speed,
which might cause some difficulty for the driver to control the vehicle.
The RMS values of the HSA increase with increasing speed (Fig. 22c).
5.2. Roll-over risk
The total bus wheel load was calculated by Eqs. (30)-(33). Contact
between the wheel and the road surface is lost when the total wheel load
equals zero. Loosing contact between the bus wheel and bridge deck can
indicate potential roll-over. (Reducing the vertical force also reduces the
lateral grip, which is separately analysed in 5.3.)
Fig. 23 shows the total vertical force for each bus wheel as a function14of time for speeds of 36 km/h, 90 km/h and 108 km/h. The vertical forces
for the windward wheels are smaller than those for the leeward wheels.
They have positive values for each speed except for the highest speed of
108 km/h. At the highest speed, variation in the vertical forces is
noticeable soon after the bus enters the bridge. At approximately 2 s from
the beginning of the simulation (at approximately 60 m of travelled
distance), the windward rear wheel loses contact, indicating the potential
risk of vehicle roll-over (Fig. 23c).
5.2.1. Load transfer ratio (LTR)
The LTR indicator is usually used to predict roll-over situations
(Kamnik et al., 2003). It can be defined for each axle (Eq. (56)) or for the
whole vehicle (Eq. (57)):
LTRfa ¼ Ztfl  ZtfrZtfl þ Ztfr ; LTRra ¼
Ztrl  Ztrr
Ztrl þ Ztrr (56)
LTRv ¼Ztfl þ Ztrl  Ztfr  ZtrrZtfl þ Ztfr þ Ztrl þ Ztrr (57)
Fig. 23. Vertical tyre forces for bus speeds of a) 36 km/h; b) 90 km/h; c) 108 km/h.
Fig. 24. a) LTR for bus speed of 108 km/h as a function of time; b) maximum absolute LTR value as a function of vehicle velocity; b) RMS value of LTR as a function of
vehicle velocity.
D. Sekulic et al. Journal of Wind Engineering & Industrial Aerodynamics 212 (2021) 104589The LTR parameter for an axle (front or rear, Eq. (56)) has often been
used as a criterion for vehicle overturning (one tyre loses contact with the
ground) (Cheli et al., 2006). If the absolute LTRfa or LTRra value is larger
than 0.9, the vehicle is considered to overturn. If the LTR for the whole
vehicle is used (Eq. (59)), the left or right vehicle tyres lose contact with15the ground if the absolute value is larger than 0.9, and the vehicle is
considered to overturn (Wang, 2016).
Fig. 24a presents the LTR parameter for the front/rear axle and for the
whole vehicle for a speed of 108 km/h. The windward rear wheel loses
contact at one instance of time at approximately 2 s of simulation time.
Fig. 25. Minimum LSL value as a function of vehicle velocity.
D. Sekulic et al. Journal of Wind Engineering & Industrial Aerodynamics 212 (2021) 104589Fig. 24b shows the maximum absolute LTR value, and Fig. 24c shows the
RMS values of the LTR parameter. The maximum absolute LTR value is an
indicator of vehicle roll-over risk. For the rear axle, this value is larger
than 0.9 for speeds above 100 km/h, indicating vehicle roll-over
(Fig. 24b). The RMS values indicate vehicle roll-over risk due to wheel
lift-off on the rear axle (Fig. 24c).
5.3. Risk of losing lateral grip
5.3.1. Lateral sideslip limit (LSL)
The LSL is based on the criterion that the minimum value of the
difference between the maximum allowable lateral friction forces of all
wheels and the actual lateral tyre forces should be equal to or greater
than zero (Chen and Chen, 2011), Eq. (58)
LSL¼ min
h
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¼ minμ Zt;ra Fy;ra
¼ minμ  ðZtrl þ ZtrrÞFy;fa⩾0 (60)
where Fmaxy;fa and F
max
y;ra are respectively the maximum allowable lateral
friction forces on the front and rear axle for the road surface;
Zz;fa and Zz;ra are respectively the vertical forces on the front and rear bus
axle defined by Eqs. (30)-(33); Fy;fa and Fy;ra are respectively the actual
lateral tyre forces for the front and rear bus axle defined by Eq. (29); and
μ is the road friction coefficient for dry/wet asphalt (value of 0.7). If the
LSL is less than zero for the whole vehicle, the front or rear axle starts to
sideslip.
Fig. 25 shows the minimum LSL value for the whole vehicle and for
the front and rear bus axles as a function of speed. The LSL is greater than
zero for each case, meaning that for the considered road surface, the LSL
limit is not reached.
6. Conclusion
In this research, bus behaviour when passing across a floating bridge
under environmental loads (1-year storm condition case) was analysed.
For this purpose, 8 DOF bus model and pure pursuit driver model were
defined. The bus model was excited with bridge motion signals and wind
components.
From this research, the main conclusions are as follows:16- The vehicle deviation from the path increases with increasing bus
speed. Deviation from the path is significant after the vehicle enters
the bridge at a high speed when a high-velocity cross-wind load starts
acting (e.g., for a speed of 90 km/h, the deviation is over 0.5 m; for a
speed of 108 km/h, the deviation is very large, up to 2 m).
- The path deviation changes along the length of the bridge depending
on the bus speed, wind and bridge motion excitations. The largest
path deviations are for the case of 108 km/h soon after the bus enters
the bridge and remain at a high value (approximately 0.5 m) along
the bridge. At a travelled distance of approximately 2 km from
entering the bridge, the lateral displacements are close to 0.5 m for a
velocity of 90 km/h.
- Under wind loads from 1-year storm conditions, simulation results
suggest that a bus might start driving at a lower speed (e.g., 72 km/h)
with the possibility of increasing the speed (up to 90 km/h) at the
lower part of the bridge (after approximately 2 km). This conclusion is
similar to recommendations based on driving simulator tests for buses
running in straight lines across bridges. The recommendation sug-
gests “straight line driving for the bus at 90 km/h up to weather 6 (1-year
storm condition)”.
- Under the influence of the cross-wind component, the HSA signals
oscillate around a mean value. The mean HSA value increases with
increasing speed, which might cause some difficulty for the driver to
control the vehicle. The HSA intensities increase with increasing bus
speed. The intensities of the signals are below 0.5 Hz. The highest
steering intensities are in the case of 108 km/h, with slightly lower
frequencies in comparison to the signals for bus speeds of 72 km/h
and 90 km/h.
- Vertical forces for the windward wheels have lower values than those
for the leeward wheels. At the highest speed, variation in the vertical
forces is noticeable when the bus enters the bridge. At 2 s from the
beginning of the simulation (at a travelled distance of approximately
60 m from entering the bridge), the windward rear wheel loses con-
tact, indicating the potential risk of vehicle roll-over. This is also
confirmed with LTR parameters.
- The LSL values are greater than zero, meaning that there is no sideslip
for the front/rear axle or whole vehicle for the considered road sur-
face (wet/dry condition with a peak road friction coefficient of 0.7).
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Intercity bus parameters
Geometric parameters of the bus17Wheelbase L [m] 8.375
Distance from front axle to centre of gravity (CoG) of an empty bus lf [m] 4.4103
Distance from rear axle to CoG of an empty bus lr [m] 3.9647
Distance from the front right/left wheel to the front axle CoG bf [m] 1.00
Distance from the rear right/left wheel to the rear axle CoG br [m] 1.00
Distance from the CoG of the whole vehicle to the ground hCoG, stat. [m] 1.1725
Height of the front axle roll-centre hRCfa, stat. [m] 0.508
Height of the rear axle roll-centre hRCra, stat. [m] 0.508
Distance from the CoG to the roll-centre for the front axle hRCfa, stat. [m] 0.6645
Distance from the CoG to the roll-centre for the rear axle hRCra, stat. [m] 0.6645
Distance from suspension elements on the front axle to the front axle CoG eu1 [m] 0.70
Distance from suspension elements on the rear axle to the rear axle CoG eu2 [m] 0.80
Mass parameters of the bus
Sprung mass of the empty bus ms [kg] 16099
Front axle mass mu1 [kg] 746
Rear axle mass mu2 [kg] 1355
Mass of the empty bus m [kg] 18200
Sprung mass moment of inertia about its x-axis Jsx [kgm2] 33400
Moment of inertia of the bus about z-axis Jz [kgm2] 290000
Front axle moment of inertia relative to the x1-axis Ju1x1 [kgm2] 315
Rear axle moment of inertia relative to the x2-axis Ju2x2 [kgm2] 657
Oscillatory parameters of the bus
Single air spring stiffness on the front axle ksf [N/m] 175000
Equivalent air spring stiffness on the front axle ksfeq [N/m] 350000
Single shock-absorber damping on the front axle cdf [Ns/m] 20000
Equivalent shock-absorber damping on the left side of the front axle cdfl [Ns/m] 40000
Equivalent shock-absorber damping on the right side of the front axle cdfr [Ns/m] 40000
Equivalent shock-absorber damping on the front axle cdfeq [Ns/m] 80000
Single air spring stiffness on the rear axle ksr [N/m] 200000
Equivalent air spring stiffness on the left side of the rear axle ksrl [N/m] 400000
Equivalent air spring stiffness on the right side of the rear axle ksrr [N/m] 400000
Equivalent air spring stiffness on the rear axle ksreq [N/m] 800000
Single shock-absorber damping on the rear axle cdr [Ns/m] 22500
Equivalent shock-absorber damping on the left side of the rear axle cdrl [Ns/m] 45000
Equivalent shock-absorber damping on the right side of the rear axle cdrr [Ns/m] 45000
Equivalent shock-absorber damping on the rear axle cdreq [Ns/m] 90000
Tyre radial stiffness on the left/right side on front axle ktfl/ktfr [N/m] 1000000
Equivalent radial tyre stiffness on the front axle ktfeq [N/m] 2000000
Tyre radial stiffness on the left/right side on rear axle ktrl/ktrr [N/m] 2000000
Equivalent radial tyre stiffness on the rear axle ktreq [N/m] 4000000
Anti-roll bar torsional stiffness on front axle Karbf [Nm/rad] 120000
Anti-roll bar torsional stiffness on rear axle Karbr [Nm/rad] 120000
Roll stiffness for the front axle Kϕf [Nm/rad] 171500
Roll damping for front axle Cϕf [Nms/rad] 39200
Roll stiffness for the rear axle Kϕr [Nm/rad] 512000
Roll damping for rear axle Cϕr [Nms/rad] 57600Table 2
Other notations
O1xyz Vehicle coordinate systemΔ Steering angle for front vehicle left/right wheel [rad]
ϕxs, ϕx1, ϕx2 Roll-angle motion for the vehicle body, front axle, rear axle [rad]
ωxs, ωx1, ωx2 Roll-angle rate for the vehicle body, front axle, rear axle [rad/s]
ω_xs, ω_x1, ω_x2 Roll-angle acceleration for the vehicle body, front axle, rear axle [rad/s2]
z, z_, z€ Vertical motion/velocity/acceleration of the vehicle body [m; m/s; m/s2]
z1, z_1, z€1 Vertical motion/velocity/acceleration of the bus front axle [m; m/s; m/s2]
z2, z_2, z€2 Vertical motion/velocity/acceleration of the bus rear axle [m; m/s; m/s2]
v_y Lateral acceleration of the bus CoG in vehicle fixed coordinate system [m/s2]
ay Total lateral acceleration of the bus CoG in vehicle fixed coordinate system [m/s2]
vx, vy Longitudinal/lateral velocity of the bus CoG in vehicle fixed coordinate system [m/s]
Ψ , ωz, ω_z Vehicle yaw motion/rate/acceleration [rad; rad/s; rad/s2]
sfy, sry Lateral tyre slip for the wheels on the front/rear axle [-]
ζtfr, ζtfl Vertical excitations on the front right/left wheel
ζtrr, ζtrl Vertical excitations on the rear right/left wheel
ζfa, ζra Road roughness below front/rear axle CoGs
ζ1 Road roughness below rotational centre of sprung mass (RC)
μ Road friction coefficient (dry/wet asphalt) 0.7 [-]
vy br,fa, vy br,ra Lateral velocity of the bridge deck at the tyre contact point for the front/rear bus axle [m/s]
Ccy Cornering stiffness coefficient 7 [(N/rad)/N](continued on next column)
D. Sekulic et al. Journal of Wind Engineering & Industrial Aerodynamics 212 (2021) 104589Table 2 (continued )O1xyz Vehicle coordinate systemΔhsm Vertical distance from CoG to vehicle roll-axis (point RC)
Δhsf, Δhsr Vertical distance from CoG of the bus sprung mass to front/rear axle roll centres
ρ Air density 1.29 [kg/m3]References
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